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ABSTRACT

As the millimeterwave and sub-millimeterwave portions of the electromagnetic

spectrum are increasingly utilized, the need for greater power at those frequencies also

increases.  Unfortunately, as frequency is increased, the power available from a single

solid-state device decreases.  Thus, in many applications, the combining of power from

several solid-state devices becomes necessary to have usable signal power levels.  This

thesis presents two such power combining approaches, whose designs are compatible

with existing microfabrication techniques that may be used to produce devices operating

at 300 GHz and beyond.  Additionally, this thesis describes a mathematical modeling

procedure that incorporates signal flow and transmission line concepts, and aids in the

efficient design of one of these topologies, the Planar-Probe Traveling-Wave Divider-

Combiner.  Such a modeling approach could be readily applied to traveling wave

structures of different topologies.  The complete design, simulation, and experimental

validation of a conventionally-machined two-way traveling-wave dividing-combining

module is demonstrated at X-band frequencies.  The demonstrated 15 dB return loss

fractional bandwidth was almost 21%, and the insertion loss was found to be better than

0.5 dB throughout most of the operational band.  The promising performance of this

structure shows that further investigation is merited.
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CHAPTER ONE

A BRIEF REVIEW OF MICROWAVE POWER DIVIDING AND COMBINING

Introduction

The quest for greater use of the electromagnetic spectrum has fueled a need for

devices such as antennas, mixers, and signal sources that operate well into millimeter

wave frequencies.  With increased frequency comes a decrease in the amount of power

available from a single source.  Currently, state-of-the-art transistors produce per

transistor: 19W at 1.3GHz [1], 5W at 10GHz [2], 23.4mW at 100GHz [3], and 3.7mW at

172GHz [3].  Thus, in order to attain higher power available for use at these high

frequencies, there is need to amplify  the output of low-power signal sources.  This may

be accomplished by implementing a divide-amplify-combine technique.  The first step,

dividing, is accomplished by splitting the input power signal into some number N output

signals, usually with uniform amplitude.  The second stage, amplification, involves an

active device in each output line of the divider increasing the power of the signal in its

respective signal path.  In the final stage, combination, the amplified power in the N

signal paths are combined in some manner into a single output signal which has more

power than the original signal.

Figures of Merit

There are a few key figures of merit by which to characterize the performance of a
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power divider or combiner: matching, isolation, combining efficiency, bandwidth, and

graceful degradation.  These are several of the most often quoted parameters.  Matching is

defined by the return loss, or energy reflected back out a port when only that port is

excited and all other ports are matched.  If stated in dB, the larger the absolute value of

the return loss, the better the matching.  If a voltage wave V+
0 is incident on a port, and V-

0 is a reflected wave, the reflection coefficient, Γ, is

 =
V 0

-

V 0

+
 and RL =20 log | | dB [4]. 

Isolation describes the inverse of how much energy is coupled between input ports

on a combiner.  Since the goal of a combiner is to couple energy from various input ports

to a single output port, it is not desired that energy should couple between input ports.

For example, if a combiner has two driving ports, port 2 and port 3, the coupling terms

would be S32 and S23.  If reciprocal, S23=S32  The smaller S32, the better the isolation.

Combining efficiency is a descriptor of how much input energy in a combiner leaves the

output port.  It is a more removed term, affected by isolation, matching, and loss.

Bandwidth is a descriptive term which may be applied to any of the previous figures of

merit.  Bandwidth simply describes what range of frequencies over which a

divider/combiner meets or exceeds a standard of performance in one or more of the

figures of merit.  Additionally, for systems involving the amplification and combining

steps, it's important to characterize how the system will perform if one or more active

devices fail, and thus, to know if the system will gracefully degrade with active device

failures.  Several of these figures of merit will be used in discussion and analysis

throughout this thesis.
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Combining Structures and Approaches

Power combining at microwave and higher frequencies has been realized by many

different devices implementing a number of techniques.  The techniques for power

combining generally fall into one of the following categories: chip-level, circuit-level,

spatial, and miscellaneous combiners [5], shown in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1  Power dividing/combining techniques [5].

Chip-Level
Combiners

Circuit-Level
Combiners

Spatial Combiners Multi-Level and
Other Combiners

Power Dividing/Combining Techniques

Resonant Cavity
Combiners

Non-Resonant
Cavity Combiners

Rectangular waveguide
Resonant Cavity

Combiners

Cylindrical
Resonant Cavity

Combiners

Corporate
Combiners

N-Way
Combiners

Tree/Hybrid
Combiners

Chain-Coupled
Combiners
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Chip-level power combiners are comprised of several sources or amplifiers on a

common chip surface, connected either in parallel or in series directly with each other.

Chip-level combiners have the advantage of being easily manufactured on a common

substrate with CMOS or MMIC devices, and thus are relatively inexpensive.  There are

some fundamental drawbacks to this approach, though.  The performance of such devices

is limited primarily by interaction between devices—as there is no isolation between

them—and impedance matching to inputs and outputs.  Additionally, it becomes difficult

to produce chip-level combiners at high frequencies.  The devices become electrically

larger with increasing frequency, and moving devices closer together raises issues with

regard to heatsinking.

One promising approach to power combining is spatial power combining, wherein

proper phase control of many small radiating devices allows their output signals to be

combined in space.  Since spatial combiners combine power in space, the potential exists

for power amplifying systems with very high combining efficiencies.  Spatial combiners

are comprised of an array of devices which collect the inbound waves,  amplify them, and

finally radiate the amplified waves.  Spatial combiners are commonly fed by a horn

antenna, in either the near-field or the far field [6].  Near-field feeding may be used to

reduce power lost to radiation out of the system, though placing the array in the horn's

near field will cause some interaction between the horn and the array.  Far-field feeding

requires more space and the proper design and placement of not only the array, but also

focusing lens systems.  Far-field feeding has the advantage of a simpler design process

because the active array isn't interacting with the horn antennas.

Circuit-level power dividing and combining is accomplished using different
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transmission line structures, and may be divided into resonant and non-resonant groups.

The resonant group may be further divided into cylindrical and rectangular waveguide

resonant cavity groups.  Generally, resonant cavity power combining is accomplished by

periodically spaced input elements of identical admittance, the last of which is spaced

some length from a backshort.  The periodic spacing is chosen so that signals fed in, as

well as reflections down and back, add in phase to produce a combined output [5].  The

inherent limitations of such a design are that it is a) narrow band by its resonant nature

and b) hard to tune.  Its advantages are a) at the design frequency it provides excellent

matching, b) it is generally an efficient combiner, and c) it is compact.

Non-resonant circuit-level combiners may be further divided into N-way

dividers/combiners and corporate dividers/combiners.  N-way dividers and combiners are

generally constructed with resistive elements between the transmission lines to improve

isolation, and use changes in the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines to

provide matching.  Two excellent examples of  N-way power dividers are the Wilkinson

N-way hybrid divider and the radial line divider/combiner.  N-way dividers have the

advantage of a relatively wide bandwidth.  They have the disadvantages of having

problems with stray modes and difficulties with isolation—usually taken care of with

isolation resistors [5].

Finally, corporate dividers/combiners are broken into two groups: tree/hybrid and

chain-coupled.  The tree/hybrid type is an arrangement of 1:2 dividers or combiners

arranged in a “tree.”  That is, in a divider, the outputs of the k-1 stage are fed into the

inputs of the kth stage, as seen in Figure 1.2.  The individual dividers or combiners in the

tree are 3dB hybrid structures, such as Wilkinson dividers.  This type of
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dividing/combining structure can be easily incorporated with active devices on the same

substrate, allowing for rather inexpensive production.  The individual dividing units must

be connected by lengths of transmission lines, and thus the tree-type divider/combiner can

become quite lossy as the number of stages increases.  At some point, the added

amplification of additional stages is offset by the increasing losses of additional stages

[7].  Thus, the amount of power that can be produced may be limited for this approach.  

Figure 1.2  A 3-stage tree divider-amplifier-combiner. [7] 

Finally, the chain-coupled corporate divider/combiner is sometimes referred to as

a “traveling-wave” divider/combiner.  A chain-coupled divider structure is composed of a

transmission line which has a series of ports, each of which successively couples out an

increasing fraction of the remaining power of the wave traveling down the transmission

line.  Each dividing stage is designed to be reflectionless, and thus the overall N-stage

In Out
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divider should show excellent matching.  When set up as a divider-amplifier-combiner,

such as in Figure 1.3, the sections connecting the divider to the combiner are transmission

lines selected to make implementing the amplifier easy.  Substrate losses are kept small,

regardless of the order of the device, because only a short section of potentially lossy

transmission line is added for the new stage.   The main transmission line is commonly

rectangular waveguide (RWG), chosen because of its very small losses, though it is by

nature highly dispersive—that is, its phase velocity varies across its operational

bandwidth.

The chain-coupled divider or combiner has successfully been implemented by

Sanada et al. using coaxial port probes [8] and by Mortazawi et al. using slot-coupled

microstrip lines [10,11].  The traveling-wave approach has the potential advantage of

being much more broad-band than resonant types.  The main reason why little has been

done with chain-coupled traveling-wave structures is that it can be difficult to design the

different coupling-coefficient dividers and to control the phases for each line in the

combiner.

Coupling
Coefficients

-3dB -4.77dB -6.02dB -6.99dB

In

Out

-6.99dB -3dB-4.77dB-6.02dB 0dB

0dB

Figure 1.3  A N=5 chain-coupled divider-amplifier-combiner [7].
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Thesis Overview

This thesis is concerned with two physically similar devices which reside in

different branches of the circuit-level divider/combiner category.  The first, the double

half ladder divider/combiner, shown below in Figure 1.4, is a quasi traveling-wave

divider/combiner, though it appears initially to be a resonant device.  It utilizes small

reflections off of each stage to give matching at the input port and to evenly divide the

power.

Figure 1.4  A N=2 double half-ladder divider.

The second device, the RWG-microstrip-RWG reflectionless traveling wave

divider/combiner, shown in Figure 1.5, is a non-resonant, corporate, chain-type device.

Both devices use rectangular waveguide as the combining chamber / transmission line.

Both devices also take advantage of work done in recent years in different coplanar

waveguide (CPW) or microstrip to RWG transitions to achieve the different coupling

Center Port

Port 2a

Port 1a

Port 1b

Port 2b
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coefficients required.  Finally, both devices are readily scalable to dimensions for

operation well above 100GHz, and are realizable using existing micromachining

processes.  The devices are dissimilar in their use of probes.  The ladder combiner design

uses the same coupling coefficient (admittance of the probe, as seen from within the

RWG, de-embedded to the center of the probe).  The traveling wave combiner design

uses probes of different admittances, each using a capacitive diaphragm spaced so as to

make each section reflectionless.  Also, the ladder structure is fed by only microstrip or

CPW probes, while the traveling wave structure is fed by waveguide.  Thus, the ladder-

type structure could be more useful in situations where the source can be on the same

device as the input line.  The traveling-wave type is useful in situations where the input

power is fed by RWG, for example, from a horn antenna as part of a spatial combining

setup where many identical traveling-wave amplifiers would be implemented.

Figure 1.5  A N=4 traveling wave divider-combiner.

Input Waveport

Output Waveport

Capacitive Diaphragm

Microstrip
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CHAPTER TWO

LADDER AND CHAIN-TYPE POWER COMBINERS

Introduction

One approach to solving the issue of combining various power sources to produce

higher power output is the ladder-type multiple-port combiner/divider structure.  This

approach to power combining looks at first glance to be RWG-resonant, but in operation

it is more similar to the traveling-wave type divider/combiner.  That is, it shows the wide-

band performance expected from a traveling-wave device.  Small reflections off each

stage cancel with each other,  and thus the device is not traveling-wave, nor is it quite

cavity-resonant.  The ladder structure in general is like such:  a rectangular waveguide has

N identical ports or port pairs which couple to another type of transmission line, usually

through the broad wall of the waveguide, spaced according to design, with a feed/output

port designed for conjugate matching to the net impedances looking into the cavity. 

A distinct approach to power dividing in rectangular waveguide is the chain-

coupled or traveling-wave divider.  Once again, this structure is comprised of a

transmission line which has energy coupled out of it into a number of output lines.  In a

traveling-wave dividing structure, each coupling stage has a different coupling

coefficient, so that the power in the forward-directed wave is gradually reduced.  When

acting as a combiner, the system is reciprocal.  If the phases are adjusted properly, the

wave progresses from one stage to the next, where the power of the input line combines

with the power already traveling down the waveguide.
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Single-Ladder Structure

Sanada et al. proposed the single-ladder design in 1991, a sketch of which is given

in Figure 2.1 [11].  The single-ladder structure of Sanada et al. was fed by RWG, and

used an inductive iris to satisfy the conjugate matching requirement.  

Figure 2.1  A sketch of the top view of the Single Ladder structure [11].

Sanada et al. exclusively used N coaxial probe pairs, all along the same broad wall

of the waveguide, giving 2N probes.  All of the probe pairs in the device are identical,

with the the same probe admittances, yp.  The probe pairs are numbered starting from the

backshort wall, as shown in Figure 2.2(a).  Spacing between element k and k-1, ϕk is

given by:

cotk = { 
b p

2
k=1

1

b p
[1b p

2 
2

k1
2
g p

2 ] 2≤k≤N }
where the admittance of a probe yp = gp + jbp.  

φ
w

φ
2

φ
N

φ
1

1a

1b

2a

2b

(N-1)a

(N-1)b

Na

Nb
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For conjugate matching, the admittance looking from the last probe pair towards

the output is yL =gL +jbL.

g L = N g p ; bL = 
b p

2

This is illustrated in Figure 2.2(b).  From yL, the value of the matching iris can be

determined for the single ladder.  In Figure 2.2(a), the circuit representation for an N=2

single ladder divider is shown.  In the single-ladder circuit, yL, is simply the input

admittance translated over the distance ϕw, and lets the designer determine bw [11].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2  (a) Circuit diagram for an N=2 ladder divider.  (b) Circuit diagram
for the input admittance as seen from the last probe pair [11,12].

The value of yp can be set by the designer.  Sanada et al. suggested values of yp

that they determined would maximize the -15 dB return loss bandwidth of the

divider/combiner.  As the order N increases, the value of gp which yields optimum

1 g
P

g
Pjb

W
jb

P
jb

P

φ
1

φ
2

φW

i
in

'

g
L jb

L

i
in
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bandwidth decreases.

When acting as a divider, the ladder structure gives perfect power division at the

design frequency, which Sanada et al. say requires even power to each of the 2N probes,

and since the probe admittances are equal, the node voltages at each probe must be equal.

The phase relation, φ,of the node voltages of a divider are given by

sin k k1=k  1 g psin k  2≤k≤N 

and for a combiner, the phase relation, ψ, of the input voltages are given by

sin k k1 =k  1g psin k  2≤k≤N  .

The single ladder structure was realized by Sanada et al. for X-band and connected

to an identical combiner unit.  The divider/combiner showed good efficiency at the design

frequency, but the results trailed off quickly, especially with higher-order devices.  Thus,

Sanada et al. proceeded to investigate a double-ladder structure.

Double-Ladder Structure

The double-ladder divider/combiner is similar to the single-ladder structure,

except that it is symmetrical about the center, with one single-ladder-like structure on

either side of the central coaxial probe, and has no matching iris [12], as shown below in

Figure 2.3.  Thus, it is coaxially fed, has 2N probe pairs, and has 4N identical probes.

While the suggested optimal values of yp are slightly different, most aspects of the design

are the same as in the case of the single ladder.  The equations for the separation lengths,

ϕk, are the same.  The dividing and combining phase relationships are the same.  When

designing, a half-circuit representation is used, similar to single-ladder's circuit
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representation seen above in Figure 2.2(a), except that instead of ϕw, the separation from

the last probe pair to the center probe is ϕc, and instead of 1+jbw, the admittance at the

input is gp/2 + jbp/2.  The admittance at the Nth probe pair looking toward the center

probe is the same yL.  The center probe's required admittance is

yc = 2
yL  j tan c

1  j yL tan c
.

where ϕc is the electrical length from the last probe pair to the center probe.

Sanada et al. machined four divider/combiner setups for X-band operation, using

N = 1 through N=4.  The -0.5dB insertion loss for a given order, N, was slightly better

than that of a single-ladder divider/combiner.  The double-ladder has the strong advantage

that the number of divider output ports is doubled without harming the frequency

performance of the system.  

Figure 2.3  Double-Ladder structure [12].

Planar-Probe Double-Ladder

Oudghiri and Becker [13] used a modified approach to the double-ladder power

divider.  They used an E-plane split block R-band setup, with microstrip-fed duriod
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substrate-supported ports.  The ports in each port pair are on a single piece of substrate,

cutting through the E-plane of the waveguide.  A sketch of the divider/combiner is shown

below in Figure 2.4.  The goal of this implementation was to demonstrate a device which

could be readily scaled to W-band or higher frequencies, and which would be compatible

with microfabrication techniques.

Input Microstrip 
Port

Output 
Microstrip Ports

Output 
Microstrip Ports

Figure 2.4  Planar-Probe Double-Ladder structure [13].

The design process for the selection of the probes and separations could have

followed the Sanada equations, though a few variations took place.  For simplicity, the

design was constrained to a single N=1 divider, having a 1:4 dividing ratio.  The

admittance of the probe pairs was set to have a zero-valued imaginary component so that

the backshort could be placed 90˚ from the probe pair.  The admittance of the backshort is
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y s = j cot 1 ,

and when ϕ1 is 90˚, ys = 0.  The admittance at the probe pair looking toward the backshort

(including the probe pair), was set to yp = 1.3 + j0.00.  This yielded a yL = 1.3 – j0.00.

Finally, ϕc was set to 180˚ so that yc = 2yL = 2.6 + j0.0.  

A single N=1 divider was fabricated and tested by Oudghiri and Becker.  It

demonstrated superb matching at the center port given matching at the other ports, and it

had a -15dB return loss relative bandwidth of 22%.  It did have one drawback: probes

within a probe pair received differing amounts of power, as much as a relatively modest

0.25dB, depending upon if the probe was on the same side as or opposite of the side of

the center probe.  Additionally, it would be an inconvenient structure for use in a divide-

amplify-combine configuration, as one half of the output lines from the dividing unit

would have to meander around the outside of the structure.

Sanada Traveling Wave Divider

Sanada et. al further demonstrated a chain-coupled approach to power

dividing/combining with their “Traveling-Wave Microwave Power Divider Composed of

Reflectionless Dividing Units” [8].  The structure is arranged such that each stage of the

divider gets an equal amount of power from the input, and thus each successive stage has

a greater  coupling coefficient than the last, as it must couple out a larger amount of an

ever-decreasing signal.  Once again, in the case of the Sanada et al. traveling-wave

structure, each stage has two coaxial outputs.  A clever part of the design is that each

stage is reflectionless, and thus the overall structure is reflectionless.  The reflections at a
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probe pair are canceled by a reflection from a properly placed narrow section, or

inductive diaphragm, as seen in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5  A reflectionless dividing unit.  Adapted from [8].

This divider was designed so that all the stages received an equal amount of

power,  that is, 1/N of the power went to each stage of an N stage divider.  Stages are

numbered starting at the backshort, ending with the Nth stage next to the RWG input port.

At the kth stage, 1/k of the incident power should go to the probe pair, and the rest should

continue to further stages.  The design of the probe pairs reflected this.  A probe pair has

an admittance ypk = gpk + jbpk, normalized to the admittance of the waveguide.  For the

appropriate coupling at the kth probe pair, 

g pk =
1

k

But for each stage to be reflectionless, the admittance y = 1+j0.  This is achieved by
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having the admittance of the narrow section translated over the distance ϕpk so that it

looks like yk = gk+jbk.  Thus to satisfy the matching condition,

g k  g pk = 1, bk  b pk = 0, 2kN  .

Putting together the equations, it is seen that,

g k =
k  1

k

or

g pk

g k

=
1

k1
.

Below in Figure 2.6 is a circuit diagram illustrating the kth, k-1, and k+1 stages of the

divider, showing the admittances and separations.  The Sk's represent the admittance of a

given narrow section.

Figure 2.6  Circuit diagram showing the k-1, k, and k+1 stages of a traveling-wave divider [8].

Sanada et al. go into some depth building modal-analysis equations for the S-

parameters of the narrow sections in their X-band divider structure.  Let it suffice to say

that while equations are available to approximate the properties of obstacles in a

waveguide, it is more efficient and accurate to determine the S-parameters using a full-
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wave simulator such as Ansoft's High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) [14].

Two useful bandwidth definitions are given in the work of Sanada et al.  The

bandwidth in which both the power delivered to each and the transmitted power past each

stage stay within ±0.5dB of the design value is called Bd.  The bandwidth in which the

reflected power at a stage is less than -20dB is called Br.  In their numerical analysis of

stages 2 through 6, Sanada et. al. found both Bd and Br increased with k.

The first stage, which is set by the backshort wall needs to have good matching so

that the other stages see a matched waveguide.  Sanada et al. undertook three approaches

when the full set of dividers, ranging from N=2 to 4, was built.  The first approach was to

use a commercially-available matched waveguide-to-coax transition, the HP X281C.  The

second approach was to simply use a probe pair at an appropriate distance from the

backshort.  The third approach was to add a capacitive diaphragm, or iris, on the input-

side to help improve matching.  The capacitive iris gave the better matching of the two

latter options, though it gave the worst isolation performance.

Overall, this divider structure performed well.  As N increased, the matching

bandwidth, Br generally increased, and the equal-power split bandwidth, Bd decreased

little.  Isolation between probes was good, at ~ -10dB for most of the band, except

between the first (k = 1) probe pair, which was as poor as ~ -5dB.  Sanada et al. proposed

using a single probe at k = 1 so as to remove the isolation issue.  They concluded by

stating that the power-combining mode of operation should be the next topic of research.

A thorough literature search by the author of this thesis has failed to turn up any

subsequent work by Sanada et al. in which they investigate the power combining mode.
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Slot-Coupled Traveling Wave Divider/Combiner

A traveling-wave divider/combiner structure using waveguide-to-microstrip

coupling was designed and built by Mortazawi et al. [9,10].  One key difference in the

design of this structure is that each stage has only one output line, and that of microstrip,

not coax.  At this point, it should be known that Mortazawi et al. number starting with the

dividing unit closest to the input waveguide, and the unit by the backshort will be the Nth

unit.  Each divider stage is designed to be reflectionless and to couple 1/(N-i+1) of the

power at the ith stage into the microstrip line.  The rest of the power, or (N-i)/(N+1-i),

travels on to the following stage.  In this design, the waveguide mode is coupled to the

microstrip mode through slots in the broad wall of the waveguide, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Rather than using inductive irises for matching, shorting posts across the short-dimension

of the waveguide were used.  In Figure 2.7 a single stage, i, is shown connected by the

microstrip transmission line to the N-i stage on the assembled passive divider/combiner.
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Figure 2.7:  Slot-coupled microstrip connected sections of a traveling-wave divider/combiner.
Adapted from [9].

Mortazawi et al. give a basis for exploring the assembled divider/combiner

predicted performance by the use of an S-Parameter model, though it is not evident in the

literature if such a mathematical model was developed.  Nevertheless, their S-Parameter

portrayal of the power flow in the system is as thus: the combiner is a mirror of the

divider, with its Nth probe connected to the divider's 1st probe, and its N-1 probe connected

to the divider's 2nd probe, et cetera.  Each section of the divider is considered to be a 3-

port device, with its respective S parameters, as shown in Figure 2.8.  The topic of

modeling a divider/combiner through connected 3-port networks is a key contribution of

this thesis research and  further developed in chapter three of this thesis.  Its application

may explain some of the poor measured results found in the literature; furthermore, the
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model is used in the design process developed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

S(1) S(i) S(N)

S(N) S(N+1-i) S(1)

Microstrip
Board

Power In

Power Out

1/N 1/N 1/N

Figure 2.8:  S-parameter representation of a traveling-wave divider/combiner as
suggested by Mortazawi et al. [9].

The slot-coupled traveling-wave divider/combiner of Mortazawi et al. was

designed to operate at Ka-band, and has order N=8.  Both a passive divider/combiner and

a divider/combiner with amplifiers were fabricated and tested, as well as a stand-alone

dividing unit.  The equal-power split performance was limited by the 8th stage, the

susceptance of which is canceled at the design frequency by the placement of the

backshort.  Thus, the eighth unit was resonant.  Not only did this limit the assembled

device's bandwidth, but it required phase-delay lines in the first and eighth microstrip

lines to correct for the differing phase with the eighth unit.  The phases of the divider

output signals Si1 showed a linear increase in phase as i increased, except at the eighth

unit, which did not follow this linear phase increment.

The assembled passive divider/combiner gave promising results for the insertion

loss.  If the insertion loss bandwidth figure is to be defined by the -3dB crossing, then this

device had a ~15% bandwidth.  The paper gives, but does not discuss, the return loss

figure of merit.  There are several “jumps” in the return loss, which go unexplained.
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Finally, an amplifier version of the divider/combiner was built, using matched,

commercially available power amplifiers placed on the microstrip lines.  At the design

frequency (32.2GHz) the device achieved 80% combining efficiency.  The last tests on

the combiner examined the tolerance to the failure of individual amplifier failures.  The

failures of the active devices were modeled as matched loads, open circuits and short

circuits.  Shutting off random amplifying units in the device gave a graceful degradation

of amplifying performance; as more amplifying units were turned off, the power output

gradually dropped towards zero.

This thesis reports on investigations to realize both double-ladder and traveling-

wave combiners that can be implemented above 100 GHz using existing micromachining

techniques.  In the following chapter, detailed descriptions of the design processes for

both types of combiners are detailed.  The description includes a derivation of a

transmission line model, that when coupled with full-wave simulation, provides both an

efficient means to design a traveling wave combiner, and provides insight into results of

other researchers, found in the literature.
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CHAPTER THREE

DESIGN PROCESS FOR POWER-COMBINING MODULES

Introduction

This chapter details the design and simulation of the two separate approaches to

power dividing that were explored: the Double Half-Ladder structure and the

Reflectionless Traveling-Wave structure.  While both approaches take advantage of

transitions between rectangular waveguide and planar transmission lines, each is

significantly different from the other.  The Double Half-Ladder system takes advantage of

small reflections to give input matching, while the traveling-wave system aims to be

matched looking from the input side into every dividing unit.  The ladder-type is

comprised of microstrip (or CPW) in and out, while the traveling-wave type is waveguide

in, and in a divider/combiner, waveguide out.  Thus each would be better suited for a

different design environment.

This chapter outlines the design process for each type: starting with an overview

of the type, and then individual steps necessary to complete the design.  The first structure

discussed is the Double-Half Ladder, which is based strongly on work done by Sanada et

al. [12] and by Oudghiri and Becker [13].  Then, the Reflectionless Traveling-Wave

structure will be examined.  The traveling wave structure is related to work done by

Sanada et al. [8] and by Mortazawi et al. [9,10], as well as borrowing its planar-probe

approach from Oudghiri and Becker [13]. 
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Design Process for Double-Half Ladder Structure

This section details the design process for the Double-Half Ladder power divider

structure.  This structure follows nearly the same process as the Planar-Probe Double

Ladder structure as described in [13], with the key difference being that there are only 2N

output probes instead of 4N output probes.  For example, Figure 3.1 below shows both

the double ladder and the double-half ladder divider structures for the N=1 case.  Note

that the double ladder has four output probes while the double-half ladder has two.  The

double-half ladder was investigated to determine whether it exhibits better isolation

characteristics.  The discussion of the design process shall start with an overview of the

key equations, the expected probe and separation values for the N=2 case, the design-by-

iteration of the probes, and the simulated performance of the divider.

Figure 3.1  (a) N=1 Double Ladder divider.  (b) N=1 Double-Half Ladder divider.
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Design Overview: Design Equations

The design of the double-half ladder is same as the normal double-ladder, except

that instead of probe pairs, there are single probes.  This was done in an effort to remove

the asymmetry effect shown in the planar double-ladder structure, as well as to improve

isolation, and also to facilitate shorter microstrip/CPW lines from the divider to the

combiner.

As in the other ladder-type structures discussed in Chapter 2, the probe

admittances are to be arbitrarily set by the designer, though admittances giving optimal

bandwidths are suggested.  All the output probes have the same admittance, yp = gp + jbp,

and once their admittance has been set, the separation between the k and k-1 probe

(counting from the backshort side), ϕk, is given by:

cotk = { 
b p

2
k=1

1

b p
[1b p

2 
2

k1
2
g p

2 ] 2≤k≤N }
similar to what is seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Looking from the output probe closest to the center probe, towards the center

probe in a half-circuit, the admittance seen is  yL =gL +jbL. This admittance is given by:

g L = Ng p ; bL = 
b p

2

At this point, the center probe admittance, yc, can be found easily once a center

separation distance, ϕc, is settled upon.
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yc = 2
yL  j tan c

1  j yL tan c
.

According to Sanada et al. [12], these equations should yield equal power split

over a good bandwidth.  Indeed, the yL and yc equation simply represents a conjugate

match.

N=2 Design: Results of Equations: Expected Probe and Distance Values

The order of divider that was designed was N = 2.  This is the second most simple

design to carry out, the first being obviously the N = 1 case.  Before proceeding with

simulation of probes, it is important to calculate the expected values for the N = 2 case.

According to Sanada et al. [12], a probe admittance of yp = 0.90 +j0.4 should yield the

greatest bandwidth for the N = 2 case.  

Plugging in gp = 0.9 and bp = 0.40,

1 = arccot 
0.40

2
 = 78.69

o

2 = arccot 
1

0.40 [1  0.40

2 
2

 2120.90
2] = 69.444

o

yL = 1.80  j0.20

And finally, using the yc equation gives a range of possible center probe

admittance values, based upon what ϕc is chosen, as will be seen later.
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Probe Design

The design in HFSS of probes for planar-probe double and double-half ladder

structures took place over different transmission line types and at different operating

frequency ranges.  Probe shapes were explored using coplanar waveguide (CPW)

transitions at W-band (75.0-110 GHz), as shown below in Figure 3.3, and using

microstrip transitions at R-band (1.7-2.6 GHz) and X-band (8.2-12.4 GHz), such as may

be seen below in Figure 3.2.  Probe geometries were explored of both substrate supported

and free-standing types.  For each frequency range, the probes were designed for the

center frequency of the band.  While the sizes and relative admittances varied with

frequency or structural approach, the design approach for the probes was the same.  The

procedure was as follows: setup the waveguide and transmission-line in HFSS, set up an

initial probe shape, generate waveports and deembed to either the waveguide face or the

center of the probe, solve at the center frequency, determine probe admittance from S-

parameters, plot admittance on Y-Smith chart, iterate.
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Figure 3.2  An example free-standing microstrip probe.

Figure 3.3  An example free-standing Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) probe

In HFSS, an initial probe shape is set up.  First, the rectangular waveguide is

constructed, being filled with a vacuum.  HFSS automatically assumes the outer boundary

Free-standing Probe

Microstrip  Port 

Waveguide Ports
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to be a perfect electrical conductor unless another surface type is defined.  For an X-band

waveguide, the height of the waveguide is 900 mil, and the width is 400 mil.  A length is

set for the waveguide, and the two ends are set up as waveports whose integration line

runs from the center of one of the long sides to the center of the other long side.  After the

probe is set up, deembedding is invoked for the waveports and set to the center of the

probe.  While it is not necessary to deembed to the center of the probe, that was the

convention adopted throughout this design process.  Deembedding to a point other than

the center of the probe should yield an admittance which is a translated version of that

which would be found if deembedding to the center of the probe.

To set up the probe, there must be the feed line and the probe itself.  The feed line

for the probe is built upon a dielectric material such as Rogers Duriod 6002 or silicon.

The feed transmission line interfaces with the long wall of the waveguide at the exact

center, as this is the location of maximum E-field strength.  Above the feed line is a

vacuum-filled box that is necessary in the physical implementation.

The probe itself is a rectangular shape at the end of an extension of the microstrip

transmission line or of the center line of  CPW out into the waveguide.  Probes were

designed both with and without the dielectric supporting material extending out into the

waveguide cavity.  In the microstrip, it is important to note that the ground plane is not

extended into the waveguide, but ends at the waveguide face.  With CPW, the ground

strips are not extended into the waveguide, but likewise end at the waveguide face.  For

the case of a microstrip probe, the dimensions listed in Table 1 are used to describe the

probe, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Table 1.  Key microstrip probe dimensions.

Parameter Symbol

Substrate length ls
Substrate width Ws

Probe width Wp

Probe length lp
Extension Length S

Line width Sw

Center-Ground separation (CPW) cs

Figure 3.4  An example microstrip probe: supported by dielectric in
waveguide cavity, with critical dimensions shown.

Once the probe is drawn in HFSS, the waveports are defined.  A waveport is a

surface which is defined to be an input/output port.  An integration-line is drawn,

showing the expected main vector of the electric field.  From a transmission-line

approach, a waveport looks like a matched termination, when viewed from further down

the transmission line.  A deembed distance is set up so that the ports are effectively

located at the center of the probe (for the waveguide ports) or at the face of the waveguide
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(for the microstrip/CPW port).

HFSS is next instructed to solve at the design frequency, with specified limits for

convergence.  As the simulation runs, HFSS divides the structure up into many small

tetrahedra, solves the electric and magnetic field values in each tetrahedron, and generates

a set of S-parameters for the structure.  In the next step, critical tetrahedra are subdivided

and the E and H fields are again solved.  The resulting S-parameters are compared to

those of the previous step, generating a “delta S” value.  The simulation stops after

sufficient refinement steps lead to a delta S that is equal to or smaller than a user-defined

value.  This process can be quite lengthy, especially once many parts are included in the

design and the structure is electrically large.

Once the simulation has converged, the admittance values must be extracted from

the S-parameter values.  If ports 1 and 3 are waveguide ports, and port 2 is microstrip (or

CPW),  ports 2 and 3 are matched, and port 1 is deembedded to the probe center, the

admittance, as seen from the waveguide is:

y =
1  S 11

1  S 11

where S11 is the reflection term for port 1 from the S-matrix.  Such a setup is depicted in

Figure 3.5.  This y includes the matched waveguide beyond it, so to get the probe's

admittance, yp, one must subtract 1 from the real part of y:

y p = g p  j b p

g p = ℜ y   1, b p = ℑ y 
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Figure 3.5  Example free-standing microstrip probe setup for
simulation.  The reference plane is placed at the center of the probe.

Since such a first attempt is usually nowhere near the desired admittance, a

scheme for achieving the desired admittance was developed.  A blank Smith chart was

obtained, and the desired admittance plotted.  Next, the first simulated probe admittance

was plotted.  Then, returning to the probe model, one or more of the dimensions of the

probe was changed, for example, lp may have been lengthened.  Upon completion of the

altered simulation, the new resulting admittance was plotted and compared to the

previous result.  If the new result was closer but not yet at the desired value, the probe

would again be changed, for example lp would be increased again.  A good general rule is

that the more area the probe has in the waveguide, the larger gp will be.  This iterative

process eventually leads to probe admittances sufficiently close to the desired value.

Taking the example of the free-standing probe at X-band (8.2 to 12.4GHz), the
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closest to the optimal yp=0.90+j0.40 was simulated yp=0.9227+j0.4224.  This admittance

changes the calculation results to: 

1 = 78.074
o

2 = 76.166
o

and

yL = 1.8454  j0.2112

With these values, it was possible to find the range of acceptable center probe

admittances.  The acceptable center probe admittances, when plotted for a varying ϕc,

describe a circle on the Smith chart, centered at yL.  This circle intercepted the grouping of

found simulated probes, and thus a probe of admittance yc=1.0144+j0.3425 was chosen.

The probe was closest to the ϕc=80 point, which required a yc=1.0064+j0.3689, as can be

seen below in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6  Smith Chart showing acceptable and simulated yc values.
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Simulated Performance of Divider:

With all the probes designed – their dimensions are listed in Table 2 – and the

electrical lengths calculated, the next step was to set up a simulation of the divider.  First,

though, the electrical lengths needed to be translated to physical lengths.  The guided

wavelength in the waveguide at the design frequency was extracted from HFSS,

λg=0.37742m.  The electrical lengths converted to physical lengths as follows: ϕ1:

322.25mil, ϕ2: 324.26mil, ϕc:330.2mil  The divider is shown in Figure 3.7.

Table 2  Dimensions of the center probe and the output probes.

Dimension Center Probe Output Probe

Ws 200 mil 200 mil

Wp 150 mil 140 mil

lp 110 mil 110 mil

S 75 mil 75 mil

So 34 mil 34 mil

Figure 3.7  Double-half ladder divider structure, with input port and output
ports indicated.
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The solution converged, and the results were acceptable.  There was relatively

good matching at the input port, C, over a bandwidth of 2.47 GHz or about 22%, as

shown below in Figure 3.6.  Also included in Figure 3.6 are the Sc1 through Sc4 results.

As can be plainly seen, there is asymmetry between the inner and outer sets of output

probes, especially away from the design frequency.  At the design frequency, there is

~1.06dB of asymmetry, and the maximum asymmetry across the 15dB Return Loss

bandwidth is ~3.34dB.  Isolation was poor: at the design frequency, the worst coupling

between output probes was ~ -2.94dB.  The simulation results for the double-half ladder

are not as good as the results for the planar probe double ladder.  For example, in the

planar probe double ladder structure, the maximum asymmetry was found to be 0.25 dB

across the entire waveguide bandwidth, and the worst-case isolation was roughly -6 dB

within the divider's 15 dB return loss bandwidth [13].  As a result of these findings, the

double half ladder was not investigated further.

Figure 3.8  Results for the Double-Half Ladder divider structure: Scc, and Sc1 through Sc4.
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Design Process for Planar-Probe Reflectionless Traveling-Wave Structure

This section deals with the design of the planar-probe reflectionless traveling-

wave divider/combiner structure.  The divider structure is an N-way equal power divider

device.  This is achieved in a different manner that the ladder-type divider.  In the ladder-

type structure, each output probe had the same admittance.  In the traveling-wave type

structure, there is a chain of dividing sections, and each successive section couples out a

larger and larger portion of the power incident upon the particular stage.  In this design,

each dividing unit is designed to be reflectionless when looking from the input waveport.

Design Overview

Again, the basic theory of operation for the traveling-wave structure is that power

flows into the dividing unit, which is comprised of N sections, and as the power travels

down the waveguide, each successive dividing unit picks off an increasing portion of the

power incident upon the section.  Through microstrip transmission lines, the power  from

the ith divider unit is fed into the N-i+1 unit of the combiner, which has a rotational

symmetry with the divider, as can be seen in Figure 3.9.  It is important to note at this

point that the Mortazawi convention for numbering the probes will be adopted by this

thesis.  That is, the section closest to the input waveport is the first section, and so on

until the Nth section, which is backshorted.
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Figure 3.9  An N=4 Planar-Probe Reflectionless Traveling-Wave divider-combiner.

The design starts with the Nth unit, and proceeds through the other dividing units.

Once the three port dividing sections have been designed, appropriate deembedding

lengths are set up and the simulated S-parameters are imported into a MATLAB program

to find a suitable set of separation-lengths for good power combining.  To the best

knowledge of the author, the MATLAB routine is unique.  It was developed as a portion

of this thesis research and mates elements of transmission line theory with signal flow

analysis.  Utilization of the MATLAB code greatly reduces the design time as it obviates

the need to rely solely on time-intensive full-wave tools such as HFSS.  The MATLAB

code allows one to explore a large amount of the design space in a short time by varying

one key length and holding the other key lengths constant.  The lengths which must be

specified in the code are the lengths internal to the divider, Lx, and those which connect

the divider ports to the combiner ports, Ly.  Figure 3.16 illustrates these lengths.
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N  =2 Case: Probe Design  

The first design step is to determine the necessary probe admittances.    As per

Sanada et al. [8], modified for our numbering scheme, the ith probe needs to have its

admittance's real part, gp:

g p =
1

Ni1

Beginning at the Nth probe, the required gp = 1.00.  The reactance, bp, of the probe will be

canceled by proper placement of the backshort.  Thus, the input waveguide should see a

match.  The admittance of the backshort translated over a distance ϕbs  is:

ybs = j bbs =
1

j tan bs

thus,

bs = arctan 
1

bbs



Recall that for matching,

gbs  g pk = 1, bbs  b pk = 0

A series of probes were simulated in HFSS, whose admittances are plotted in

Figure 3.12, and one with an appropriate gp was selected.  With the backshort in place at

289.67 mil from the center of the probe, the probe-backshort combination, as shown

below in Figure 3.10 showed good matching, with the return loss below -15 dB, across

the entire single-mode bandwidth of the waveguide, as shown in Figure 3.11.  It should

be noted that a design frequency of 10.3 GHz was used throughout the design process.
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Figure 3.10  Nth probe, showing deembed lengths and backshort separation.

Figure 3.11  Return loss performance for Nth section: backshorted probe.
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Figure 3.12  Smith plot of various simulated probe values.  Triangles indicate values used
in the N=2 and N=4 designs.  The indicated probe numbers are for the N=4 design.

Probe-Iris Pair Design

The N-1 probe needed a gp = 0.50.  This probe's reactance, bp, was be canceled by

the placement of an iris of appropriate size at an appropriate separation distance, ϕk.  To

satisfy the condition of no reflection for each section, the net section admittance required

was 1 + j0.00 , and thus, the admittance of the iris with a matched waveguide beyond it,

translated over ϕk, was yk=gk + jbk, where gk=1-gpk, and bk=-bpk.  Figure 3.13 shows one

such probe and iris combination, along with the appropriate deembedding lengths.

i=1

i=2

i=3

i=4
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Figure 3.13  Example 3-Port section, showing ports, deembedding distances, iris sizing and placement.

In order to find an appropriate iris for the probe in question, the author began with

the admittance of the probe.  In the N=2 case here, the probe's admittance was

yp1=0.4998+j0.4641, which required that the admittance seen looking from the probe

towards the iris and matched waveguide beyond be y1=0.5002-j0.4641.  A series of irises

were simulated and one was chosen which lay upon the VSWR circle of y1.  The iris's

admittance was 1.0160+j0.9604.  Translating that impedance over 92˚ gave a y3=0.50286

- j0.45770 by the admittance translation equation:

ŷ in =
ŷL  j tan 

1  j ŷL tan 

Where θ is the electrical length over which the ŷL is translated.
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When the probe and iris were simulated, the waveports were set to deembed.  The

input waveport, 1, was set to deembed to the center of the probe.  The output waveguide

waveport was set to deembed to the outside of the iris, and the microstrip waveport was

set to deembed to the waveguide face.  This was done to facilitate the easy definition of

the lengths of separation in the divider-combiner structure.

When putting together the divider, the separation between the end probe and the

first probe must be considered, as it will affect the phases of the divider's S-parameters.

This length was called Lx.  Lx was not allowed to go below about 200 mil so as to not

allow evanescent mode coupling between the i=1 iris and the i=2 probe.  Shown in Figure

3.14 is an assembled divider with Lx set to 650 mil, and in Figure 3.15 are the return loss

and dividing performance of this structure.  Note that the -15 dB return loss bandwidth is

slightly less than that of the i=2 probe alone.  This is because the i=1 section doesn't have

a flat frequency response and doesn't look exactly matched across the band.  Also

resulting from this issue is the asymmetry between the output ports in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.14  N=2 Traveling-Wave Divider, with Lx=650 mil.

Figure 3.15  Return loss and dividing performance of the N=2 divider from above.
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The   N  =2 Divider-Combiner Structure  

Next, the divider-combiner structure was designed.  Initially, a second divider –

rotationally identical to the first – was made by simply duplicating the first divider and

rotating it, then the output ports were connected by an arbitrary length, called here Ly, and

simulated.  An example divider-combiner is depicted in Figure 3.16.  The results of

arbitrary Lx and Ly selection were very poor.  For example, the return loss results were not

unlike those shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.16  An example N=2 traveling-wave divider-combiner, showing key lengths Lx

and Ly.
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Figure 3.17  An example of poor return loss performance of a divider-combiner structure with
randomly chosen Lx and Ly values.

The failure seen above comes about because of  a lack of accounting for both

forward and backwards traveling waves at the various dividing sections of the fully

connected divider-combiner structure.  In Figure 2.8, forward-traveling waves were all

that was considered.  As the simulation results above show, both forward and backward

traveling waves must be considered at each unit in the divider-combiner structure.  Figure

3.18 outlines what must be considered to accurately calculate the performance of an

assembled divider-combiner module.  Included are the forward (a) and backward (b)

directed waves at each port of each dividing unit, the 2 or 3 port S-Parameters for each

unit, and the separation lengths Lxi and Lyi.  Since it takes hours to complete individual

full-wave simulations, and since in the model below, only the individual dividing units

Regions of Acceptable

Return Loss
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need be solved by a full-wave solver, a mathematical means of predicting the input return

loss for a complete divider-combiner was constructed.  This mathematical means was

implemented in MATLAB.

Figure 3.18  Signal flow diagram for a divider-combiner module of order N.

Mathematical Model of Traveling-Wave Divider-Combiner

 A mathematical model for the N=2 divider-combiner was constructed using a

combination of approaches.  First, the appropriately deembedded 2 and 3 port S-

parameters were obtained across the frequency band (8.2 through 12.4GHz, 201 data

points) for the individual dividing units using a full-wave solver [14].  The deembedding

scheme used can be seen clearly in Figures 3.10 and 3.13.  Next, the S-parameters were

utilized in the calculation of the S-parameters of the divider.  Finally, the divider's S-

parameters were used in the calculation of the S-parameters for the assembled divider-

combiner module.

After using a full-wave simulator to gain the S-parameters for the 2 and 3 port
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dividing units, those S-parameters were imported into the code.  After this, the dividing

units were treated simply as 2 or 3 port blocks in the further derivation of equations, such

as may be seen above in Figure 3.18.  It is important to mention at this time the

frequency-dependent phase lengths of the separations between dividing units were

estimated by the characteristic equations for the transmission line type of the respective

separation length.  Such characteristic equations may be obtained from Microwave or

Electro Magnetics texts, such as Pozar [4].  Modes assumed in the code were: TE10 for

rectangular waveguide, and quasi-TEM microstrip mode for the shielded microstrip lines.

The phase velocity, β, for TE10 in RWG is determined by:

k = 2 frequency 

 = k 2  


a

2

where 'a' is the long dimension in the waveguide.  For microstrip, β is found by:

m0 =
c

frequency

k 0 =
2

m0

m = eff k 0

where εeff is determined by the geometry of the microstrip transmission line and the

dielectric constant of its supporting substrate, and may be calculated by hand or extracted

from modeling software, such as the LineCalc tool within ADS [15].  In the case of the

device which was machined, the εeff was ~2.03.  The substrate for the microstrip line was

Rogers Duroid 6002.
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Divider S-Parameters

As can be gleaned from Figure 3.18 above, the divider side and the combiner side

share a rotational symmetry.  Thus, it is only necessary to derive the S-parameters for one

divider.  Such a divider is a collection of N dividing units separated by physical line

lengths, Lx1 through LxN-1.  The divider and combiner sides are connected by physical lines

of lengths Ly1 through LyN.  Again, these separations are modeled as simple, frequency-

dependent lossless transmission line lengths, whose phase velocities are described above.

Alternately, the separations may be considered to be 2-port block, thus allowing for

straightforward modeling of an amplifier configuration of the module.

First, the S-Parameters of the divider must be calculated.  The N=2 divider is

comprised of three sections, as seen below in Figure 3.19. Component 1 is a 3 port

dividing section, with ports 1, 2, and 3. Component 2 is a section of waveguide of

physical length Lx and electrical length ϕx.  Component 3 is a 2 port block comprised of a

RWG input and a microstrip output.

Figure 3.19  The three components of the N=2 divider.
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To begin, Γ1' was found, with port 3 loaded with the translated Γ6, assuming

matching at ports 2 and 7.  It can be shown that both Γ1' and Γ2' (with ports 1 and 7

matched) can be quickly derived using either a normal equation-based approach or a

signal-flow diagram reduction approach.  The matrix equation relating forward and

reverse directed power waves for a 3-port block is given by

[
b1

b2

b3
]= [

S 11 S 12 S 13

S 21 S 22 S 23

S 31 S 32 S 33
][

a1

a2

a3
]

where a-values are voltage waves normalized to their respective port impedances directed

into the port, and b-values are normalized voltage waves directed out of the port.  These

generalized S-Parameters and normalized waves are discussed in Pozar [4], along with an

instructive example for both the construction of signal-flow diagrams and the means of

reducing such diagrams to simple forms.

To represent a 2 port device with a signal flow diagram, one may simply represent

the device with nodes and connecting lines.  Each port has 2 nodes, one for inbound

waves, a, and one for outbound waves, b.  Each a node is initially connected only to b

nodes, and vice versa.  The connecting lines have an arrow drawn to show in which

direction the signal flow occurs, and each connecting line represents a particular S-

parameter.  The signal at a node is the sum of the signals coming into that node.  The

signal contributed to one node from another node along a connecting line directed into the

first node is equal to the signal at the second node multiplied by the S-parameter of the

connecting line.
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Figure 3.20  An example 2-port signal flow diagram.

Using the rules given by Pozar in [4], the signal flow diagram shown of an N=2

divider in Figure 3.21 was reduced to yield expressions for the nine S-parameters for the

divider.  Expressions were obtained for S11', S12', S17', S21', S22', S27', S71', S72', and S77'.  The

prime is used to denote a scattering parameter of the divider.  For example, whereas S11 is

the Port 1 reflection parameter of component one (see Figure 3.19), S11' is the reflection

coefficient when components one, two, and three are connected to form the divider.

Figure 3.21  Signal flow diagram for N=2 divider.
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S72': An Example of the Signal-Flow Diagram Reduction Process

Given below is an example of the reduction process, demonstrating the

determination of S72'.  This is the divider S-parameter measuring signal flow from port 2

to port 7 of the divider, or b7/a2.  Starting with the signal flow diagram shown in Figure

3.21, set the values of a1 and a7 equal to zero.  Thus all connecting lines emanating from

those nodes may be removed.  Also, while there will be signals at b1 and b2,  they are

ignored in for this particular S-parameter because they are outbound waves at matched

ports and do not affect the signal levels elsewhere in the diagram.  Thus, connecting lines

ending on those nodes may be removed.  The signal flow diagram remaining after

unneeded nodes and connecting lines are removed is as shown below in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22  S72' signal flow diagram: unnecessary nodes and connecting lines removed.

The next step is to remove S-parameters which are equal to zero.  The values of

S44 and S55 are zero as they represent the reflection coefficient of a matched transmission
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number of node pairs that may be collapsed into single nodes.  These two changes are

represented below in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23  S72' signal flow diagram: simplified by removing zero-valued S-parameters
and redundant nodes.

Next, the loop can be reduced to a single connecting line, as shown below in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24  S72' signal flow diagram: large loop simplified.

Then, the b5 or a6 node is split, allowing there to be a forward path and a loop that returns
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S 72 ' =
b7

a2

=
S 32S 54S 76

1S 54 S 33S 45S 66

.

Figure 3.25  S72' signal flow diagrams: final simplification steps. (a) shows the result
of a node split. (b) shows the result of collapsing the loop.  (c) shows the final,

reduced signal flow diagram, yielding the desired S-parameter.
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S 17 ' = S 71 ' =
S 31S 54 S 76

1S 54S 33S 45S 66

S 22 ' = S 22
S 23S 32S 45S 54 S 66

1S 33S 45S 54S 66

S 27 ' = S 72 ' =
S 32 S 54 S 76

1S 54 S 33S 45S 66

S 77 ' = S 77
S 76 S 67S 45S 54S 33

1S 66S 45S 54S 33

Note that the divider as well as the individual component sections are assumed to be

reciprocal.  That is, for a S-matrix entry at position i, j:

S i,j = S j,i i≠ j 

Connecting the Divider to the Combiner

With the S-parameters for the divider acquired, the next step is to connect two

dividers, with the divider's ith unit connected to the combiner's N+1-i unit via a

microstrip transmission line of physical length Lyi.  Figure 3.26 shows the connection of

two such dividers of order N=2.  Note that the two dividers are identical, and that the port

numbering scheme has been replaced to allow the distinction between ports on the

dividing-side unit and the combining-side unit.  The letters used for port numbering shall

only affect the subscript of the various descriptive terms, such as S-parameters and

signal-flow descriptors.
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Figure 3.26  Schematic diagram showing two divider connected to realize a
divide-combine scheme.  The top divider is considered to be on the dividing side,

while the bottom divider is considered to be on the combining side.  Note that
ports: a=1; b=2; c=7; d=7; e=2; f=1.

The goal of this process is to determine an expression for the reflection coefficient

at port 'a' of the divider-combiner structure.  To achieve this goal, the process begins at

the combining-side.  It may be determined by inspection that the renaming of the ports

yields:

[
bd

be

b f
]= [

S dd S de S df

S ed S ee S ef

S fd S fe S ff
][

ad

ae

a f
]

which is simply the S-matrix for a divider, with its port order reversed.

Letting both θy sections be equal to each other simplifies things a bit and yields the

following:

a

b c

d e

f

θ
y1

θ
y2
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ab = bd e
 jy or bd = abe

jy

ac = be e
 jy or be = ace

jy

ad = bbe
 jy

ae = bce
 jy

which through substitution allows the previously mentioned S-matrix equation for the

combining-side to be cast in terms of dividing-side signal values.  This substitution

results in the following S-matrix equation:

[
abe

jy

ac e
jy

b f
]= [

S dd e
 jy S dee

 jy S df

S ed e
 jy S eee

 jy S ef

S fd e
 jy S fee

 jy S ff

][bb

bc

0 ] (1)

where af  has been replaced by 0, as there is no input signal at port f and port f is assumed

to be matched.

Next, the S-matrix equation for the dividing-side is,

[
ba

bb

bc
]= [

S aa S ab S ac

S ba S bb S bc

S ca S cb S cc
][

aa

ab

ac
] .

Ignoring the first equation embedded in the system of equations that make up the matrix

equation, and adding a zero-valued equation at the bottom allows that S-matrix equation

to be written as,

[
bb

bc

0 ]= [
S ba S bb S bc

S ca S cb S cc

0 0 0
][

aa

ab

ac
] . (2)

Matrix equation two can be used in matrix equation one.  The vector result of

matrix equation two is the same as the vector that is multiplied by the coefficient matrix

in matrix equation one.  Thus, the combination of the two equations is,
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[
abe

jy

ace
jy

b f
]= [

S dd e
 jy S dee

 jy S df

S ed e
 jy S eee

 jy S ef

S fd e
 jy S fee

 jy S ff

][S ba S bb S bc

S ca S cb S cc

0 0 0
][

aa

ab

ac
]

.

The product of the two coefficient matrices in the above equation yields another matrix,

which is called matrix three.  Thus the overall matrix equation is,

[
abe

jy

ac e
jy

b f
]= [Matrix 3][

aa

ab

ac
] .

In order to continue solving this, the left side needs to “move” over to the right

side.  This could be done by manipulating the individual equations comprising the matrix

equation, but it can be done by directly manipulating the matrix equation itself.  Let

[Matrix 4] = [Matrix 3]  [0 e
jy 0

0 0 e
jy

0 0 0
] .

Performing such an action changes the matrix equation to:

[
0

0

b f
]= [Matrix 4][

aa

ab

ac
] .

The value of bf doesn't need to be known as we are ultimately seeking the input

reflection coefficient of the divider-combiner and bf will not contribute to the input

reflection (Recall, as bf is terminated in a matched port.). thus it and the bottom row of

Matrix 4 are removed, leaving Matrix 5 in the following equation:

[00]= [Matrix 5][
aa

ab

ac
]
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 Let the input signal aa=1, and the first column of Matrix 5 may be “subtracted off”

and moved to the left side of the equation, leaving Matrix 6 in the equation:

[Matrix 5(1,1)

Matrix 5(2,1)]= [Matrix 6][ab

ac
] .

Which leaves an easy problem for MATLAB to solve using the “\” or left-divide

function, which performs a Gaussian elimination to solve the equation.  Thus the values

of ab and ac may be computed:

[ab

ac
]= [Matrix 6] [Matrix 5(1,1)

Matrix 5(2,1)] .

  This leaves but one step remaining to achieve the goal of calculating the value of ba,

given aa=1.  The final step is: 

S 11

full
=

ba

aa

=
ba

1
= S aa[S ab S ac ][ab

ac
] .

The above process was implemented in the MATLAB code both in the N=2 case

as developed above, and in the N=4 case.  The N=4 case requires a few extra steps in

determining the full set of divider S-parameters, but the matrix method outlined above

can be extended from N=2 to N=4 with little extra effort.

An additional layer of design control was introduced by using the code to vary the

value of Lx while Ly was held constant.  This was achieved by placing much of the process

within a loop which ran through the process for each value of Lx.  Thus, a 3D map of the

performance of the design space was possible.  Such a map is presented in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27  Divider-combiner S11 predicted by MATLAB code:
Ly=1005mil, Lx varied from 200 to 700mil.

Closing in on the good solution region and increasing the resolution gives Figure

3.28, below.

Figure 3.28  Divider-combiner S11 predicted by MATLAB code: close-up
of the solution region.
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Further, a version of the code was written to give a clear picture of the predicted

performance at a single design point.  Shown below in Figure 3.29 is a plot capturing

both the MATLAB code and the HFSS full-wave simulation prediction of the return loss

performance of a divider-combiner with Lx=377 and Ly=1005.  Excellent agreement

exists between the two curves.  The full MATLAB code solving for a single Lx value is

given in Appendix A.

Figure 3.29  S11 of divider-combiner: MATLAB code compared to
HFSS simulation.

A divider-combiner with the above dimensions was conventionally machined and

its performance was measured on an HP 8720D Vector Network Analyzer.  The results

are presented and discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS OF MACHINED TRAVELING-WAVE DIVIDER-COMBINER

Introduction

A passive N=2 traveling-wave divider-combiner, the design of which was detailed

in chapter three of this thesis, was fabricated using conventional aluminum machining.

This chapter presents the performance of the fabricated device and compares the

measured performance to that predicted through full-wave and transmission line

simulation.

Design Considerations

The design of the divider-combiner needs to accommodate the process which will

be used to fabricate the device.  Some of the key considerations are: qualities of the

materials out of which the device will be fabricated, effects of physical variations on the

performance of the design, and limitations of the fabrication process.  The main body

divider-combiner was fabricated out of two aluminum blocks, and aluminum is a

relatively low-loss material.  The microstrip probes and transmission lines were made

from Rogers Duroid 6002, which was chosen for its low permittivity.  Finally, the irises

were cut out of 16 mil thick aluminum sheet metal, and inserted into ~20mil wide slots

cut into the aluminum split-blocks.  
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Slotted Split-Block Design

The design of the divider-combiner was intended to be compatible with scaling to

millimeter wave and sub-millimeter wave frequencies.  Several researchers have shown

that micromachining techniques are capable of generating the structures and features

which would be needed by this design [16]-[19].  These researchers primarily utilized a

RWG split along the E-plane.  This technique was also used by Oudghiri and Becker

[13], and was used in the design discussed herein.  

A significant difference between this design and the probes suggested in the

literature is that these researchers utilized CPW planar transmission lines at the higher

frequencies.  There are  benefits to this decision, especially at higher frequencies, but the

most significant is that in CPW, the principle mode, quasi-TEM, does not penetrate very

far into the substrate, thus mitigating multimoding effects.  The design discussed herein

was fabricated for operation at X-band (8.2 – 12.4 GHz).  The Duroid substrate is fairly

low-loss and readily available, and single-mode operation in the microstrip was verified.

Also, the 6002 substrate has a relative permittivity of 2.94, lending the benefit of reducing

the generation of evanescent modes from the presence of dielectric in the waveguide

cavity.

The divider-combiner was designed so that the input and output waveguide ports

would match up easily with HP X281A waveguide-to-coax adapters, as shown in Figure

4.1.  The physical size of the adapter flanges limit how close the input and output

waveguides can be.  The cause of this limit is the fact that the fabrication process required

that the backshorts be mountable, rather than a fixed part of the structure.  As the
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separation of the i=1 probe to the inside face of the iris was close to 377 mil, and it was

desired that the input side's iris line up with that of the output side, a value of Lx=377 mil

was assumed.  Fortunately, the appropriate Ly value, 1005 mil, for this case was larger

than the flange of the waveguide adapter.

Figure 4.1  Divider-combiner connected to VNA by HP X281A
waveguide adapters.

The irises on the input and output sides were designed to be in line with each

other so that they could be accounted for easily in the design.  The irises were constructed

from thin aluminum sheet metal, cut into small rectangles and fit into a groove which was

cut to accommodate them, as is shown in Figure 4.2.  The groove was designed to be

precisely in the center of the device, but in fabrication it was cut off-center by about 10

mils.  It is the author's belief that this mistake had very little effect on the end results of

the module.  In fact, the irises were cut by hand from the sheet metal, without the aid of

precision equipment.  This, the author believes, along with the fact that the microstrip
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sections were hand cut and fitted as well, are much larger contributors to the non-ideal

results of the module.

Figure 4.2  End-view of divider-
combiner split block section, showing

microstrip probes.  Irises are also
visible in the figure – they are sen edge-

on between the two probe pieces.

With the split-block machined, the probes fit in place, the irises cut and fit, and

the backshort plates ready, the device was assembled and prepared for testing.  The group

of parts is shown in Figure 4.3.  Before testing, though the Vector Network Analyzer, the

HP 8720 D, to be used for testing was calibrated using the HP X1164A X-band RWG

calibration kit.  After running a full 2-port calibration to account for the N-type connected

cables and adapters, calibration planes at the faces of the adapters was obtained.  The

minimum S11 for the calibration was on the order of -35 dB.
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Figure 4.3  Components of divider-combiner module.

Figure 4.4  Divider-combiner connected
to HP 8720D Vector Network

Analyzer.
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The Results

With a full 2-port calibration obtained, data measurement commenced.  Full two-

port S-parameters (reflection and throughput) were measured, using 201 data points to

span 8.2 to 12.4 GHz for each S-parameter measured.  The connected device is illustrated

above in Figure 4.4.

S11: Return Loss

S11 measures the ratio of a wave directed out of port 1 to a wave directed into port

1, under the condition that all other ports are matched.  The waves may be discussed in

terms of voltage waves, given that all the ports in the system have the same characteristic

impedances.  Thus,

S 11 =
V 1

-

V 1

+
∣
V k

+ = 0, where k≠1

where V-
1 is the value of the voltage wave directed out of port 1 and V+

1 is the value of the

voltage wave directed into port 1.  This assumes that other ports in the system-namely

port 2-are all matched, with no signal directed into them.

S11 was measured for the N=2 divider-combiner, and its results are given in dB

below in Figure 4.5.  Also included in the plot are the HFSS and MATLAB code

predicted values of S11 for comparison.
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Figure 4.5  Return Loss performance of divider-combiner compared with predicted
performance.

As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the -15 dB bandwidth of the actual device was

somewhat narrower than what simulation predicted.  Specifically, HFSS and MATLAB

predicted  a fractional bandwidth of 23.6 %, while the measured fractional bandwidth was

only 20.7 %.  The fractional bandwidth was calculated using the upper, fupper, and lower,

flower limits of the -15 dB bandwidth by

BW fractional =
 f upper f lower

 f upper f lower/2
=

BW Hz 

f center

.

Also, the points of excellent matching, which were predicted by the HFSS and MATLAB

models didn't show up in the measured results.  Indeed, the return loss didn't go below

-20 dB, mainly because of the nonzero system losses inherent in the device.

On the positive side, the simulated results show good correlation to the measured
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results at the upper end of the band.  In this region, the results are slowly fading, as might

be expected from a device at the fringes of its design region.  Also, at the lower end of the

band, the point of poor matching, where the return loss goes nearly to zero dB, shows up,

just slightly higher in frequency than simulation predicted.  

S21: Insertion Loss

S21 measures the ratio of a voltage wave directed out of port 2 to one directed into

port 1.  As such, it is an indicator of how much power gets through the system.  Shown

below in Figure 4.6 is the S21 performance of the machined divider-combiner, along with

the HFSS and MATLAB code simulated S21 performance for comparison.

Figure 4.6  S21 of divider-combiner structure, simulated, calculated, and measured.
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The first thing to notice about Figure 4.6 is that the measured results are about 0.5

dB below the predicted results.  The probable cause of this is that the simulated models

used to generate Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 did not take into account the losses of the

system, such as the finite conductivity of the aluminum waveguide and irises and of the

copper microstrip lines and probes, and the nonzero dielectric losses.  Additionally, the

components were handled more than would be necessary had precision machining

processes been available for each of the components, namely the irises and the substrate

sections holding the microstrip lines.  Another discrepancy shows up at about 10.888

GHz.  At this point, there is a sudden slight drop in the throughput of the system.  Again,

the probable cause of this discrepancy is imperfection in the hand-cutting of the irises and

substrate and the hand-assembly of the divider-combiner.  Such discrepancies would be

difficult to model, as the deviations from the design would be somewhat random, and

would never be simple shapes.

The next thing to notice about Figure 4.6 is the strong similarity between the

simulated and measured S21 performance.  The overall characteristics of the measured

insertion loss show a strong connection with the simulated results.  At the upper end of

the band, the insertion loss gradually drops.  At the lower end of the band, the insertion

loss quickly comes up, and then suddenly drops off.  The location of this drop off is

slightly higher in frequency than predicted by simulation.

The author believes that the sudden point of poor performance is due to reverse-

directed waves coupling back from the combiner, and at certain frequencies, a loop or

loops are established such that the power returns to the input port.  The loop frequency or

frequencies seem to be determined by the lengths, Lx and Ly.  The author further believes
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that the power circulates several times through the loop or loops.  The reason for this

suspicion is evidenced in Figure 4.7.  At the point where the poor matching and poor

throughput of power occurs, there is an increase in the measured loss of the system.

Loss

The loss of a 2 port system is simply the power that is neither reflected nor

transmitted through the system.  The loss may be found by:

loss = 1∣S 11∣
2
∣S 21∣

2

lossdB = 20 log101∣S 11∣
2
∣S 21∣

2
.

More generally, for an N-port device, the loss as seen from the ith port is:

loss = 1∑
m=1

N

∣Sm i∣
2 .

Shown below in Figure 4.7 is the measured system loss for the assembled divider-

combiner.  Also included for comparison are the system losses for the simulated models

in which lossless materials are assumed.
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Figure 4.7  Divider-combiner system loss, for simulated, calculated, and measured.

For the divider-combiner, the original design was simulated with no losses

present.  This was accomplished by using microstrip substrate with no dielectric loss

tangent, and using perfect conductors for the waveguides, irises, and microstrip lines.

Again, as discussed above the losses in the physical system may have stemmed from

many factors, such as the losses in the materials, but also due to imperfections in the

implementation of the design, as discussed earlier.

As can be seen from Figure 4.7, the divider-combiner exhibits non-trivial loss

across the entire band.  Within the -15 dB return loss band, the system loss is very close

to -12 dB, or about 6.5 % of the power.  In fact, the system loss is above 10 dB only in

two regions.  Around 8.9 GHz, the author believes that the power circulates through a

loop in the system, with most of the power input at port 1 reflected at port 1, save for that
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which is lost through the system losses.  Thus, as the power traverses multiple trips

around the loop, more and more power is lost, leading the increased loss seen in Figure

4.7.  Around 10.8 GHz, apparently another anomaly, or perhaps a conflagration of smaller

anomalies in the hand-machining steps lead to a frequency region of increased loss.

Slight perturbations of the iris component pieces caused drastic shifts in the intensity of

this region of high loss, and the results presented represent the general best case found.

Finally, above 12 GHz, the losses dip below -15 dB.  The author believes that this

corresponds to a reduction of the matching at the first divider unit.  Thus, as the input

power is reflected off the first stage, there is less chance for power to be lost to dielectric

and conduction losses.

To further investigate the system loss issue, a full-wave simulation of the divider-

combiner including lossy materials (duroid tanδ=0.0012, σAl=38000000 Siemens/m) was

undertaken.  Figure 4.8 once again shows the measured system loss.  This time, however,

the system loss predicted by HFSS shown in the Figure includes realistic definitions for

both the duroid and the aluminum.  As can be seen in the Figure, the actual device had

much higher system loss than was predicted by even the simulation which included lossy

materials.  The shapes of the two curves do show similarity, namely the flat region across

the majority of the band, and the spike in loss at the low end of the band.  Again these

spikes appear at the same locations where the respective S11s increase and S21s decrease.

Again, this reinforces the author's belief that at that frequency, a resonant loop is

established, thus system losses are multiplied by each trip around the loop.
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Figure 4.8  Divider-combiner system loss for the following cases: HFSS and MATLAB lossless
simulations, HFSS lossy, and measured.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

A conventionally machined X-band, N=2 traveling-wave divider-combiner

module has been demonstrated.  The waveguide-based divider-combiner performed well,

with a 15 dB return loss fractional bandwidth of 20.7 %.  The device had system losses

near -10 dB for most of the operational bandwidth and an insertion loss of less than 1dB

across the operational bandwidth.  The measured results reinforced the usefulness of the

MATLAB code developed to aid in the design of not only the N=2 module, but also

future designs of increased order.  Some possibilities for future work are discussed in the

remainder of this chapter.

Suggestions for Future Work

There are several extensions to the reported work that may now proceed.  These

extensions include: (1) Demonstrating a higher order traveling-wave divider-combiner,

(2) demonstrating a frequency-scaled unit using a fully micromachined fabrication

approach, (3) implementing active devices between the divider and combiner

waveguides, and (4) develop and evaluate spatial power combining schemes that employ

the traveling-wave structure.  Each of these topics is briefly discussed below.
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Higher Order Traveling-Wave Divider-Combiner

In order to show that the traveling-wave topology is easily extensible, it would be

expedient to demonstrate a high order device which would be an extension of the present

N=2 design.  Preliminary work has been done on the design of an N=4 divider-combiner

module, with simulation suggesting that the 15 dB return loss bandwidth is comparable to

that found in the N=2 case.  Such a module might be similar to what is shown below in

Figure 5.1.

Frequency-Scaled Divider-Combiner

An important step to take regarding the planar-probe traveling-wave divider-

combiner topology is to implement the design in silicon via micromachining processes.
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For example, the device could be designed to operate within the 220 to 320 GHz band.

The appropriate waveguide for this band is WR-3 and has cross-sectional dimensions of

30 mils by 15 mils, making it feasible for realization using standard thickness silicon

wafers.  Such a module would not use Duroid substrate, due to size and fabrication

restrictions, but would instead likely use CPW transmission lines over a high resistivity

substrate.  The waveguides would be etched out of  a silicon substrate using perhaps Deep

Reactive Ion Etching, followed by  a metalization step.  The irises would simply be high-

profile features included in the mask for the waveguide etching step.

High Order Amplifying Device

Thus far, the demonstration of the planar probe traveling-wave divider-combiner

has primarily been that of a purely passive device.  Clearly, designing and fabricating a

divide-amplify-combine module is  a high priority.  Such a design could utilize

modifications to the MATLAB code, such as including the amplifiers as  two-port

devices with transmission line sections before and after each device.  The design process

for such a module should include device failure analysis, which could also be

implemented in the MATLAB code.  Obviously, such a design would be more easily

implemented at lower frequencies, such as X-band.  Eventually, a high-order traveling-

wave divide-amplify-combine module should be implemented at or above 100 GHz.

Spatial-Feed Design Modification

An interesting possibility is that many traveling-wave modules could be
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implemented as an array, forming a spatial power combiner.  Such a setup would be

facilitated by designing the input and output waveports to be mated to some sort of

aperture antenna, such as a horn antenna.  At very high frequencies, such as the

previously mentioned 220 to 325 GHz band, the array of horn antenna-fed modules could

be implemented by fabricating the whole device out of silicon wafers.

The first step to implementing a spatial power combining array of traveling-wave

modules would be to design horn antennas which could be easily microfabricated on the

same substrate as and at the same time as the dividing and combining waveguides.  This

could possibly mean the antennas would only flare out in one dimension, as the process

may limit the ability to generate a downward slope for the flare in the second dimension.

Ideally, the horn antenna would not require any matching iris, though a capacitive iris

could be easily incorporated into the design.

One ambitious idea is to fabricate, assemble, test, and operate a multiple-level

power combining system incorporating a large array of horn-fed traveling-wave divider-

combiners, which in turn output through horn antennas, forming a spatial power

combining array.  The array would be built by stacking several wafers, each with some

number of divider-combiners aligned on it.  Such a design would require consideration of

the many design aspects of spatial power combiners, such as: phasing of individual units,

DC power supply and heat dissipation if amplification is included in the design, and use

of near field or far field feed and/or output [6].

Finally, an interesting modification of the traveling-wave divider-combiner design

would be to include frequency doubling elements in the transmission lines between the

divider and combiner sides of the device.  For example, one could design the divider side
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to operate in the 110 to 160 GHz band, then utilize frequency doubling-devices, the

output of which would feed the input transmission lines for the combiner, itself designed

for the 220 to 325 GHz band.  Such a method is one possible means of generating

submillimeterwave frequencies.
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APPENDIX A

N=2 MATLAB CODE
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%  Ed Dickman

% 08 July 2005

%  This Matlab file is designed to import the HFSS data for the 2-port and

%  3-port sections of the traveling wave divider/combiner, and assemble

%  them, allowing flexibility of the separation length between elements, Lx

%  and between divider and combiner sides, Ly.

clc

clear

% Define constants

j=sqrt(-1);

c=2.998e8; %speed of light in a vacuum

a=(900/1000)*0.0254; %broadwall dimension of WR-90

b=(400/1000)*0.0254; 

e=2.718281828459045235360287471352662497757;

%variable length section Lx:

Lxmils=377; %Lx is in waveguide

Lx=(Lxmils/1000)*0.0254;

Lymils=1005; %Ly is microstrip t-line

Ly=(Lymils/1000)*0.0254;

%Load Data

load part01physical.dat  %local location load

part1=part01physical;

load part03physical.dat

part3=part03physical;

Frequency=part1(:,1);

freq=Frequency*10^9;

omega=freq*2*pi;

mu=4*pi*10^(-7);

eps=8.854e-12;

epse=2.0326;

k=omega*sqrt(mu*eps);
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%for TE10 mode in waveguide

beta=sqrt(k.^2-(1*pi/a)^2);

lambdag=2*pi./beta;

thetax=2*pi*Lx./lambdag;

theatxdeg=thetax*180/pi;

%Microstrip:

lambdamo=c./freq;

ko=2*pi./lambdamo;

betam=sqrt(epse).*ko;

lambdagm=2*pi./betam;

thetay=2*pi*Ly./lambdagm;

thetaydeg=thetay*180/pi;

%Sectional S-Values:

S11Real=part1(:,18);

S11Imag=part1(:,19);

S11=S11Real+j*S11Imag;

S12Real=part1(:,14);

S12Imag=part1(:,15);

S12=S12Real+j*S12Imag;

S13Real=part1(:,16);

S13Imag=part1(:,17);

S13=S13Real+j*S13Imag;

S21Real=part1(:,6);

S21Imag=part1(:,7);

S21=S21Real+j*S21Imag;

S22Real=part1(:,2);

S22Imag=part1(:,3);

S22=S22Real+j*S22Imag;
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S23Real=part1(:,4);

S23Imag=part1(:,5);

S23=S23Real+j*S23Imag;

S31Real=part1(:,12);

S31Imag=part1(:,13);

S31=S31Real+j*S31Imag;

S32Real=part1(:,8);

S32Imag=part1(:,9);

S32=S32Real+j*S32Imag;

S33Real=part1(:,10);

S33Imag=part1(:,11);

S33=S33Real+j*S33Imag;

S66Real=part3(:,8);

S66Imag=part3(:,9);

S66=S66Real+j*S66Imag;

S67Real=part3(:,6);

S67Imag=part3(:,7);

S67=S67Real+j*S67Imag;

S76Real=part3(:,4);

S76Imag=part3(:,5);

S76=S76Real+j*S76Imag;

S77Real=part3(:,2);

S77Imag=part3(:,3);

S77=S77Real+j*S77Imag;

%let gamma 6= S66 translated over distance thetax(matched port7)

gamma6=S66.*e.^(-j*2*thetax);

gamma3=S33.*e.^(-j*2*thetax);

%generate S45, S54
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S45=1*e.^(-1*j*thetax);

S54=1*e.^(-1*j*thetax);

%S11d = v1-/v1+ when port 2 is matched, and port three terminated with

%gamma6moved

S11d=S11+(S13.*S31.*gamma6)./(1-S33.*gamma6);

S11dmag=sqrt((real(S11d)).^2 + (imag(S11d)).^2);

S11ddB=20*log10(S11dmag);

%S22d = v2-/v2+ when port 1 is matched and port 3 is terminated with

%gamma6moved

S22d=S22+(S23.*S32.*gamma6)./(1-S33.*gamma6);

S22dmag=sqrt((real(S22d)).^2 + (imag(S22d)).^2);

S22dang=angle(S22d);

S22ddB=20*log10(S22dmag);

%S77d = v7-/v7+ when port2 is matched and port 1?? is matched

S77d=S77+(S76.*S67.*gamma3)./(1-S66.*gamma3);

S77dmag=sqrt((real(S77d)).^2 + (imag(S77d)).^2);

S77dang=angle(S77d);

S77ddB=20*log10(S77dmag);

%generate S27, S72, S71, S17 for divider in matched assembly

S72d=(S54.*S76.*S32)./(1-(S54.*S33.*S45.*S66));

S72dmag=sqrt((real(S72d)).^2 + (imag(S72d)).^2);

S72dang=angle(S72d);

S27d=(S23.*S67.*S45)./(1-(S54.*S33.*S45.*S66));

S27dmag=sqrt((real(S27d)).^2 + (imag(S27d)).^2);

S27dang=angle(S27d);

S71d=(S54.*S76.*S31)./(1-(S54.*S33.*S45.*S66));

S71dmag=sqrt((real(S71d)).^2 + (imag(S71d)).^2);

S71dang=angle(S71d);

S17d=(S13.*S67.*S45)./(1-(S54.*S33.*S45.*S66));

S17dmag=sqrt((real(S17d)).^2 + (imag(S17d)).^2);
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S17dang=angle(S17d);

S21d=S21 + (S23.*S66.*S31.*S54.*S45)./(1 - S33.*S66.*S54.*S45);

S12d=S12 + (S66.*S32.*S13.*S54.*S45)./(1 - S33.*S66.*S54.*S45);

%Some useful lengths

Ty=e.^(-j*thetay);

T2y=e.^(-j*2*thetay);

T4y=e.^(-j*4*thetay);

Tpy=e.^(j*thetay);

% This section uses the matrix approach to solving for the divider-combiner S11

num=1;

    while (o-num) > -1

        mat1=[S77d(num)*Ty(num) S72d(num)*Ty(num) S71d(num);S27d(num)*Ty(num) S22d(num)*Ty

(num) S21d(num);S17d(num)*Ty(num) S12d(num)*Ty(num) S11d(num)];

        mat2=[S21d(num) S22d(num) S27d(num);S71d(num) S72d(num) S77d(num);0 0 0];

        mat3=mat1*mat2;

        tvec=[Tpy(num);Tpy(num)];

        tmat=diag(tvec,1);

        mat4=mat3-tmat;

        v1=[Tpy(num) Tpy(num) 1].';

        mat5(1,:)=mat4(1,:);

        mat5(2,:)=mat4(2,:);

        v2=-mat5(:,1);

        mat6(:,1)=mat5(:,2);

        mat6(:,2)=mat5(:,3);

        v1plus=mat6\v2;

        gamma1cm1(num)=S11d(num)+([S12d(num) S17d(num)]*v1plus);

       num=num+1;

   end

   

gamma1cm1mag=sqrt((real(gamma1cm1)).^2 + (imag(gamma1cm1)).^2);

gamma1cm1dB=20*log10(gamma1cm1mag);
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gamma1cm1ang=(180/pi)*angle(gamma1cm1);    

% Plotting section:

 plot(freq,gamma1cm1dB,'LineWidth',2);

 grid on;

 Title('Divider/Combiner S11','Fontsize',16);

 xlabel('Frequency [GHz]');

 ylabel('Return Loss [dB]');




